Windowsill
Holly Moberley

To hang a head from this old windowsill,
to risk the drip of dry white paint below;
So sneaking my two eyes will sit as slits
just above the bottom bit of window.
Tightly packed and stacked, the brick-a-brack is
unfolding like some ikea furniture.
From my own sill I see their lives distilled:
furtive, flapping, the clothes line snapping
under wind undulating now with scents
of Persil – powdered plastic perfume.
But for days this place can dance in gas with
toes so thick in sticking oil from cars the
stars are rubbed from blackboard sky then scrub.
There is a tempest to each thought and so
I settle in the sweet release of cat
sat upon the garden wall, picking fleas
from greying fleece – sandpaper tongue a source of fun.
The window paint chips before I can grab it.

G'day mate!
I'm Holly, a half Australian poet who loves nothing more than to get funky with words. If
I'm not writing or at University in Bath, you'll find me throwing shapes on the dance
floor or on nice long walks around my city. I'm an introvert at heart but my favourite
things are spontaneous conversations with strangers. Capricorn by heart. Capricorn by
nature. I take plant care very seriously and am known to sob openly if one of my
houseplants dies. I have nine going strong so far! One band that makes me think of
home is the Bee Gees. What music makes you think of home? It's nice to meet you. I
hope you're staying safe.

Cuddle Drive (the poem)
Tom Rudd
I don't have a libido
I have a cuddle drive
Cruising through space
At a casual forty-five
Not stopping or starting
Or anything so contrived
I don't need anything else
This is where I thrive
Cuddles, my friend
Are enough to revive
Cos you see it on TV
Everywhere, everyone needs to bone
I'm indifferent to this plight
And it makes me feel quite alone
The media will have you believe
That this is society's backbone
But honestly out of the proportion
This shit has been blown
I'm also a big proponent
Of cuddling your friends
And showing them affection
Not as a means but an end
Because we need to love each other
We need to make amends
And usher in a world where
Cuddling is the trend
I hop back onboard
And set off towards the stars
And I take your hand
As we rocket past Mars
We're safe up here
This galaxy is ours
My cuddle drive is full
And we're gonna travel far
I'm a space faring

Planet hopping
New age romantic
And you're making
My heart beat really
Quite frantic
Just let me say
I don't want to
Be so pedantic
But you swell
My cuddle drive
And make it gigantic
So come with me and
I'll show you the universe
New planets and people and
Cultures you can immerse
We’ll bed down at night and
Binge Steven Universe
And cuddle, ofcourse
I've a debt I need to reimburse
You showed me it was ok
To come down to the ground
You helped unload my issues
And left me spellbound
I'll never be the same
My insecurity has unwound
So all thanks to you
My love is Earth-bound

Tom Rudd (Anxious Anarchist Poetry) is a queer punk poet based in York who focuses
on mental health, identity and politics. They're a Slam champion, have warmed up for
the likes of Jess Green and Charly Cox, and their passions include hand-holding and
the destruction of capitalism.

The Calm of Croombe
Barry Hollow
Skipping pebbles
for ripples, cast on mirrors,
tell tales of fortune
and loss, where golden lichen beds,
emerald mosses gaze North
to leave trace of loving embraces
where we linger, longing mindful
moments among monuments.
Sun shines on the mottled grotto
as winter solstice pines through panes;
framed for decades on centuries,
as rustling leaves crisp,
with embrace of early dusk frost
and those yet to tread where we stand.
As Yews and evergreens are ever seen,
root in pastures, peering through windows
where pilgrims imprint paths of bliss
over the Chinese Bridge,
serenity takes hold, fastens them
in fabrics and architraves,
turning over furrows of mindful seasons
with peace, pierced with needles
to stitch and weave the design,
intentional and sculpted
by fate. These clapping garden gates
let us skip through,
into meadows and a Severn River tribute
where lochs sustain, and give
free reign to rose red roe deer;
undulations subside to leave us
lucid, yet
floating.

As a child of Aurshire in Scotland Barry’s poetry often features a sprinkling of old
Scots. Although he writes on his stumblings and fumblings through life, he often uses
nature as his inspiration. This can be seen in a variety of online poetry journals and in
the 30 poems published in an anthology called Symphony of the Wild Hearted, by
A.B.Baird Publishing. He is also beginning to introduce himself to the spoken word
poetry scene in Bristol.

An Ode to Brian, the Cemetery Cat
Kat Lyons
Let me tell you of Brian, the cat of the cemeteryhis residence remains a mystery
but Arnos Vale is where he is found,
Summer or Winter, just hanging around.
He’s black from the tips of his ears to his paws
and sometimes accompanies groups on their tours.
He knows more than the guides (although he won’t boast)
as he learnt local history talking to ghosts.
Some say he’s a daemon or spirit
or brings good luck if he passes you by
and he’ll pose for your Instagram photos
with a world-weary gleam in his eye.
In the café the regulars love him
(although his presence is strictly taboo)
and he’ll sit and watch over your laptop
if you leave it to go to the loo.
After your walk in the woodland,
he may let you ruffle his fur.
He’ll grace you a while with his presence
and cheer up your day with a purr.
Then he’ll say goodbye with a blink of an eye
and a flick of the tip of his tail.
Please tip your hat to this marvelous cat
Brian, of Arnos Vale!

Kat is a Bristol-based poet, storyteller, writer, performer, and multiple slam winner. She
won the 2017 Bristol Storyfest Story Slam, was a regional finalist in the 2018 Hammer
and Tongue slam and won both the 2019 Milk Poetry Superslam and the 2019 Lyra:
Bristol Poetry Festival Slam.
Kat works with spoken word promoter Raise the Bar and was artist in residence with
Artspace Lifespace during Summer 2019. She is currently working on her first solo
show Dry Season and has just finished the first stage of research & development with
the support of Arts Council England.
Kat has told stories for adults and children, worked with an ecologist to create
site-specific explorations of myth, folklore and science, presented at the University of
South Wales’ annual Storytelling Symposium, and performed at poetry events and
festivals across the UK, including WOMAD, Shambala and the Eden Project. She was
once paid to ride around Bath harassing the public from the back of an electric
stegosaurus. This remains the highlight of her career.

We’re only psychedelic
(Content warning for: Mention of drugs, swearing)

We’re only psychedelic,
entwined at both the ends,
a swirling folk-a-delic
and my baby caught the bends,
We’re only here in slumber,
only in the night,
half a conversation
not a single bed in sight.
They way we only have one life
and I know that it’s a cliché,
but I’ve danced upon the knife
to try and keep the hounds at bay,
tried to tell the wandering hands of love
and of hate to go away
but,
We only have one life,
and the jaded voice of our parents
can’t change the world we live in,
though they try to shed some light,
So let’s drop the acid of our chemistry
and forget the brutal way in which
our live is under scrutiny,
not forget that life is just a game to play,
try and just be true to me
because the things that I will do or see
won’t matter when I’m gone,

except of course the wars we fight,
the way we’re dropping bombs
and if time has taught us anything
it’s that dead and gone,
means dead and gone,
not three days gone then resurrected
because some pompous prick objected
to Adam and steve and the live they lead,
because joy is a sin and we need to bleed,
and,
forgive the extended metaphor,
but life is so much more
than the potential trip to a gleaming palace,
I’d rather take the trip on earth
and fall right down like Alice,
through a wonderland of hope and joy,
where light meets dark
and dreams can spark the flames of creation,
where the fires of damnation
are no worry
and bitter hearts can fly.
And far be it from me to vomit on your beliefs
but when it’s happiness or heaven,
take this gun and tell me then
that hedonism is a sin,
that love needs a place to begin
that come rain or shine
this life of mind is wrong.
All we have right now is this,
just,
f@%*ing this…

and if pain can be transformed to bliss
then put me down for hugging every person on the street,
sharing love with everyone that I meet,
because if smiling uncontrollably
can take the pain away from me,
then I’d like to take the pain away from you.
And if you think that I’m weird
then grow your hair,
or grow your beard,
put on some Hendrix
and fall in love with the aesthetics of life.
Because,
We’re only psychedelic,
only here the once,
you’re my future
then my present
then my past,

and then you’re gone.

The Finnarchist is a queer, trans, autistic, dyspraxic, anarchist, ball of messed-up
emotions who is studying for a degree from the university of ADHD whilst working
part-time at the “Who the heck am I?” hotel for confused individuals.
She is a spoken word poet with a sharp tongue, a dry sense of humour and a way with
words that seems unconventional but draws from the depths of her anger, a lilting
melody of harsh criticism, contemporary politics and whimsical dreaming.
Both furiously outspoken and overwhelmingly shy she toes the line between the
personal and the political, between the pulpit and the confessional, between the
egocentric and the painfully self-deprecating.
She has performed at the monthly Poetry LGBT, a fundraiser for victims of the Pulse
nightclub shooting, the Genesis Poetry Slam, and at various open mic nights around
the country.
Recordings of her pieces can be found at www.soundcloud.com/the_finnarchist
And she can be found on Facebook by searching for The Finnarchist.

If you would like to discuss anything about her poetry then please don’t hesitate to get
in contact with her via Facebook or at d.Broadhurst@live.co.uk.

My Cardigan
Rick Sanders AKA Willis the Poet
The thing I really like about my cardigan
Without a shadow of a doubt
Is that you can’t accidentally put it on
Inside out
Unlike a jumper!

More About My Cardigan
The thing I really like about my cardigan
Is that when it’s warm I can
Open the buttons down the front of it
And generally waft it about a bit
You can’t do that with a jumper!

Even More About My Cardigan
The thing I really like about my cardigan
Is that after it’s seen better days
You can re-use and recycle the buttons
In hundreds of different ways
There’s no buttons on a jumper!

Rick Sanders, aka Willis the Poet, is an established comedy stand-up poet based in the mighty West Midlands. He is a
regular headliner and featured poet on the Birmingham circuit and is also active in the flourishing spoken word scene in
the rest of the region, his sticky sausage-fingers in as many pies as he can.
On the national stage, Willis won the 1st round of the InkBomb slam competition in Bristol and was runner up in the
Wolverhampton Literary Festival Slam in 2017. He has performed in Manchester at the Evidently World War Four slam
competition, the Hammer & Tongue Slam in Bristol and also at the Stafford Gatehouse on the open mic at the Bang Said
The Gun tour. He has appeared at the Cheltenham Poetry Festival, in the poetry tent at Lakefest, and as the emerging
talent at Apples & Snake’s Bright Smoke event with the RSC in Stratford, wowing the organisers with his comic verse.
Willis has set up a monthly poetry slam event in Dudley to bring more spoken word to the Black Country and hosts a
series of Comedy Poetry Nights in the Midlands and beyond. He is also host of On the Mic and Whisky & Words in
Birmingham and presents Brum Radio Poets, both as a monthly radio show and as a weekly podcast.
“Willis the Poet is without a doubt one of the funniest poets it has been my pleasure to hear perform. His easy yet
intensely witty interaction with his audience makes every performance a time of laughter, hilarity and sheer out and out
fun!”

